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Abstract— one of the major problems that have been seen in
computer networks is of Network Congestion. Many techniques
are available to overcome congestion problem but Time and
space complexity is the issue. Time and space complexity
increases when the Network Congestion takes place. The
proposed work will provide a better solution to the Network
Overloading by sorting request based on server type and then if
required will be applying the Round Robin Algorithm on a
particular system. Concerned to database, efforts have been
made to handle request depending upon Read/Write type which
can be further brought back to load-balancer server. The best
possible IEEE format paper on the above area of interest is tried
and implemented which will sought some solution to the
overloading problem.
Keywords— Network Congestion, Load Balancing, Round
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I. INTRODUCTION
In computer networking, load balancing is a technique to
distribute workload evenly across two or more computers,
network links, CPUs, hard drives, or other resources, in order
to get optimal resource utilization, maximize throughput,
minimize response time, and avoid overload. It is commonly
used to mediate internal communications in computer clusters,
especially high-availability clusters [3]. If the load is more on
a server, then the secondary server takes some load while the
other is still processing requests.
Various load balancing algorithms can be implement to
manage load in computer networks but most efficient
algorithm which proves best in response time and throughput
is applied. Here different types of servers will be provided in
the clusters and then depending upon the request type main
load balancer will handover request to the particular server.
Requests are again sorted based on READ/WRITE type to
balance load on specialized server [2]. Databases of today
have to handle high load while providing high availability.
One must ensure scalability and high availability for all
components, starting from the edge routers that connect to the
Internet, all the way to the database servers in the back end.
Load balancers have emerged as a powerful new weapon to
solve many of these issues [1], [2].
A computer cluster is a group of linked computers, working

together closely so that in many respects they form a single
computer. Clusters are usually deployed to improve
performance and/or availability over that provided by a single
computer. , while typically being much more cost-effective
than single computers of comparable speed or availability
II. LOAD BALANCING
With the advent of the Internet, the network now occupies
center stage. As the Internet connects the world and the
intranet becomes the operational backbone for business, the IT
infrastructure can be thought of as two types of equipment:
computers that function as a client and/or a server, and
switches/routers that connect the computers. Conceptually,
load balancers are the bridge between the servers and the
networks [1], [4]. On one hand, load balancers understand
many higher-layer protocols, so they can communicate with
servers intelligently. On the other, load balancers understand
networking protocols, so they can integrate with networks
effectively. Server load balancing deals with the load
distribution across multiple servers to scale beyond the
capacity of one server and to tolerate a server failure.
The balancing service is usually provided by a dedicated
program or hardware device (such as a multilayer switch).It is
commonly used to mediate internal communications in
computer clusters, especially high-availability clusters. Load
balancing is the main reason for computer server clustering.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of Load-Balancing [4]
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A. Load Balancing Techniques
Load Balancing can be categorized into following four
types:1) Transport-level load balancing: Such as the DNSbased approach or TCP/IP level load balancing acts
independently of the application payload.
2) Application-level load balancing: Uses the
application payload to make load balancing decision, It is
totally dependent on application [3].
3) Hardware Load Balancing: Hardware-based load
balancers can route TCP/IP packets to a various in a cluster.
These types of the load balancers are often found to provide a
robust topology with high availability, but come for a much
higher cost.
4) Software Load Balancing: Software Load Balancers
which can be configured and made more intelligent to
accommodate a wider range of load balancing options. Most
commonly used load balancers are software based, and often
comes as an integrated component of expensive web server
and application server software packages [3].
B. Specialized Server
There are various types of server available for request
handling and hence called as specialized users. Some servers
can be listed as:
1) Chat Server: Chat servers enable a large number of
users to exchange information in an environment similar to
internet newspaper that offers real-time discussion capabilities.
Real Time means occurring immediately. For example real
time operating systems are systems that respond to input
immediately [7].
2) Fax Server: A fax server is an ideal solution for
organization to reduce incoming and outgoing telephone
resources but that need to fax actual documents [7],[8].
3) FTP Server: One of the oldest of the internet services,
File Transfer Protocol makes it possible to move one or more
files securely between computers while providing file security
and organization as well as transfer control [8].
4) Mail Server: Almost us Ubiquitous and crucial as
Web Servers, mail server’s move and store over corporate
networks via LANs and WANs and cross the internet.
5) Audio/Video (Media) Servers: Audio/video Servers
bring multimedia capabilities to Web sites by enabling them
to broadcast streaming multimedia content. Streaming
technologies are becoming increasing important with the
growth of internet because most user do not have fast enough
access to download large multimedia files quickly [3],[4].
III. DESIGN & PROPOSED WORK
Specialized Servers arranged in a network will help for
easy execution i.e. set-up including main server and cluster
computers are made and then depending upon the request type
the load is balanced.

Note: Main Server is capable of handling all types of
requests. Here we are considering the scenario that:
Request handling capacity of main server (load
balancer) is full i.e. value crosses threshold limit of
server and
• Hereafter load balancing will be according to request
type. Example Fax Request will be transferred to Fax
server and so on.
For Example just consider that we have 4 types of
requests as follows: Mail access Request, Media
(Audio/Video) Request, Fax Request and Online-Chat
Request. These users/clients request will be sorted and
forwarded to specific server types without applying any load
balancing algorithm. Hence the request handled by the
clusters will be look:
•

Mail Access
Request

Mail
Server

Audio/ Video
Request

Media
Server

Fax Request

Fax
Server

Online Chat
Request

Chat
Server

Fig. 2 Load balancing using specialized server
This paper also answers the following
question
What if request goes beyond the threshold of these
specialized Servers?
We will be having computer clusters to handle overloaded
request and that will be according to Round-Robin Algorithm.
These cluster computers are normal server which is capable of
handling all types of servers.
What is threshold value and how it is calculated?
The load average is the average system load over a period
of time. It is conventionally given as three numbers that
represent the system load during the last one, five, and fifteen
minute periods. Thresholds are baselines established to
monitor data collection and application status polling.
Threshold calculation depends upon server machine
configuration i.e. CPU handling capacity, H/W configuration
etc.
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How to categorize incoming client request into Read/write
type?
Database plays an important role in sorting request into
read and write type and hence again they are forwarded to
respective read and write available server.

1. The nodes must be identical in capacity. Otherwise
performance will degrade to the speed of slowest node in the
cluster.
2. Two or more client connections must not start at the
same time. Should they, the node chosen will be the same,
because the order of nodes retrieved from the cluster is the
same every time.
3. The jobs must be similar to achieve optimum load
distribution among the nodes. If a single node is more loaded
than others it will become a bottleneck in the system.
DNS Round Robin: The Domain Name Server (DNS)
database maps host names to their IP addresses.

Fig. 4 Round robin through DNS [6]
Fig. 3 Load balancing using specialized server.
A. Round-Robin Algorithm
Round-robin is by far the simplest algorithm available to
distribute load among nodes. It is therefore often the first
choice when implementing a simple scheduler. On of the
reasons for it being so simple is that the only information
needed is a list of nodes [9], [15]. The algorithm traverses the
list, returning the nodes one by one. When the end of the list is
reached, the algorithm starts from the beginning of the list
again [10].
Thus returning the same nodes in the same order. The timecomplexity of the selection is O (1). Combined with its low
implementation complexity and its low information
requirements, the round-robin scheduler is also often the most
efficient scheduler algorithm. However this is only when
several key assumptions are true [3] – [7]:

Any or all of these assumptions might be challenged in the
face of a real application and cluster setup
Round-robin:
+ Fast.
+ Requires only information about the names of the nodes.
+ Does not require any global decisions.
+ Easy to implement.
+ Superb balancing, when the workload is not skewed, nor
are the nodes.
− Breaks down completely when the above item does not
hold
B. Computer Cluster
A computer cluster is a group of linked computers,
working together closely so that in many respects they form a
single computer. The components of a cluster are commonly,
but not always, connected to each other through fast local area
networks. Clusters are usually deployed to improve
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performance and/or availability over that provided by a single
computer, while typically being much more cost-effective
than single computers of comparable speed or availability [7],
[8].
Load-balancing clusters operate by distributing a workload
evenly over multiple back end nodes. Typically the cluster
will be configured with multiple redundant load-balancing
front ends. Since each element in a load-balancing cluster has
to offer full service, it can be thought of as an active/active
HA (High Availability) cluster, where all available servers
process request [3], [4].
Various types of clusters are available and they are listed
below:

In this paper we have proposed a new concept of network
load balancing with the help of specialized server. The paper
describes how initial sorting of the request is done i.e.
basically it is based on request type and then forwarded to
specific type server.
In other case round robin algorithm is used for load
balancing which proves to be an efficient and best algorithm
as far as response time is concerned. Read/Write type client
request are sorted and handled using model database. The
server load balancing solution provides more advanced and
flexible traffic management and stronger processing power as
compared to single server implementation.

1) High-availability (HA) clusters:
High-availability clusters (also known as Failover Clusters)
are implemented primarily for the purpose of improving the
availability of services which the cluster provides. They
operate by having redundant nodes, which are then used to
provide service when system components fail. HA cluster
implementations attempt to use redundancy of cluster
components to eliminate single points of failure [8], [9].
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